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He used sex as a weapon………………………………………………………. Novelist Vincent Morris enters
the arena of erotic fiction, with a page turning cautionary tale of a player hell bent on revenge. Celebrated
fiction writer Kevin Miles is ruggedly handsome, superbly educated, and addicted to sex with random
creatures of the night. His addiction to all the wrong women and fowl behavior in the bedroom leads to
infection with the HIV virus.
Rather than being responsible and telling everyone he is involved with Kevin keeps this deadly secret,
continuing his musical beds approach to life and infecting women with a fatal disease. As he continues on this
nontraditional murder spree, an attack of conscious comes when he meets a woman he genuinely falls in love
with. In a moment of truthfulness he tells the love of his life his secret, leading to national media coverage and
an actual arrest. Fighting for his life both behind bars and in front of the camera, Kevin Miles becomes the
ultimate celebrity for the reality TV generation, leading to one of the most exciting climaxes we have seen this
year in literature.

Since his debut earlier this year Vincent Morris has accomplished his goal of reinventing what an urban
novelist is and can become. The only thing needed is the support of the general public which he is fighting for.
Much like his characters, he is living the American dream and competing in the ultimate underdog story.
Unfortunately, this product is only available on kindle, and the first part in the series is free. If you don’t have
a kindle player you can download a free attachment wherever there is internet. It is well worth your time to
invest in this reinvention of novelist for the 21st century.

